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A NOTE ON A QUESTION OF FUJITA AND A
CONJECTURE OF XIAO
Miguel A BARJA
 Introduction
Let Y be a smooth variety of dimension m and M  O
y
D an invertible sheaf M
is said to be nef respectively strictely nef ample semiample if for any curve C  Y 
we have DC   respectively DC   D
k
E   for any dimension k subvariety E
O
y
rD  M
r
is generated by global sections for some r   If F is a locally free
sheaf on Y we say that F is nef strictly wf ample or semiample if O
P
 is where
P  P
Y
F We have the obvious relations ample  semiample  nef ample 
strictily nef  nef
Let X Y be smooth projective varieties of dimensions n and m respectively A map
f  X  Y is said to be a ber space or a bration if f is surjective and has connected
	bres We will consider the relative dualizing sheaf w
xy
 w
x
 f

w

y
 and the relative
canonical divisor w
xy
 O
x
K
xy

There are several results of positivity for f
x
w
r
xy
 Un general those sheaves are not
locally free but only torsion free 
 
 These results involve the notion of weakly
positiveness of Viehweg cf 
 but for our purposes we need only to deal with the
simplest case The following proposition is a brief account of them
Proposition  Let f  X  Y be a ber space between smooth projective varieties of
dimensions n and m respectively Then
i  II 	 R
i
f

w
xy
and R
j
f

O
x
are locally free
ii relative duality For   i  d  n m R
i
f

w
xy

v


R
di
f

O
x

iii 
 For k   f

w
k
xy
is nef
iv  For k   m   f

w
k
xy
is ample
v   If k  m   we have a decomposition   f

w
xy
 A  

	    	 
r

where A is ample for i  
 r 
i
are stable degree zero and if s  qX gY 


     
s
 O
Y
 
j
 O
Y
for j  s
r Moreover if F is a stable degree zero
sheaf such that there exists a surjective map

 
F  then F is a direct summand
of  and hence F  
i
for some i  f     rg
In 
 page  Fujita asks the following question for any 	ber space f  X  Y  is
there a birational model f

 X

 Y

such that 

 f

w
x

y

is semiample
As for the semiampleness we remind some basic properties A good reference is 

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Proposition    Let F be a locally free sheaf on a smooth variety Y
i If X is smooth and g  X  Y dominating then F is semiample if and only if g

F
is semiample
ii If F  F

	   	F
k
 F is semiample if and only if F
i
is semiample for i  
 k
iii If F is semiample then detF is semiample
iv If F is semiample and k ddetF   then there exist an etale cover g 
e
Y  Y
such that g

F is trivial
So in the case m  dimY   Fujitas question is equivalent to ask whetter the
degree zero summands in Fujitas decomposition proposition  v are semiample In
theorem  we prove that for every i  
 r det 
i
are semiample they are torsion line
bundles In particular we have that the rank one summands are semiample and gives an
evidence for the higher rank ones In fact the result of theorem  is valid for arbitrary
dimension of Y as far as f has a normal crossings branch locus Hence Fujitas question
has an armative answer for Y a curve of genus at most one
As a by product we obtain some results on the slope of 	bred surfaces as a conjecture
of Xiao 
 conjecture  in the nonhyperelliptic case theorem  We also remark
that the same kind of results on the slope can be obtained in the case of 	bred threefolds
over curves 

Conventions We work over the 	eld of complex numbers
 On a question of Fujita
Theorem  Let X Y be smooth projective varieties of dimension n and m respectively
Let f  X  Y be a ltration with branch locus contained in a normal crossings divisor
of Y 
Let   f

w
xy
and F a locally free sheaf on Y such that detF  gF  L 
Pic

Y 
It there exists a nontrivial map   F  then L  detF is torsion
Proof First of all note that it is enough to prove the theorem for m   Indeed
let H be a very ample line bundle on Y and let Z  jHj

be a general smooth member
By Bertins theorem T  f

Z  Z 
Y
Z is again smooth Let g  f
jT
 T  Z By
adjunction we have that g

w
TZ
 i

f

w
XY
 where i  Z  X is the natural inclusion
Since F is locally free Im  F is torsion free and non trivial hence the induced map
g

w
TZ
 i

f

w
XY
  i

F is nontrivial we also have deti

F  i

detF  Pic

Z
By induction we have for some r  N for some r  N i

L
r
 i

L
r
  O
Z
 By
Kodarias vanishing we have h

YL
r
  h

Z i

L
r
   and hence L
r
 O
Y

From now on we assume Y to be a smooth curve of genus b Let d  n m  n  
the relative dimension of f  Note that according to Fujita decomposition proposition
 v we can assume F to be stable
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Moreover when F is stable any non trivial map   F is necessarily surjective since
the image has nonnegative degree being  nef and hence being F stable at degree zero
it is F  
Claim Let F be a stable degree zero vector bundle on Y
i There exists a non zero map   f

w
XY
 F if and only if h

Y R
d
f

O
X
F 

ii For any   
 d there exists a 	nite number of stable degree zero vector bundles
F on Y such that h

Y R
i
f

O
X
F  
Proof i Clearly homF


H

Y 
V
 F  H

Y R
d
f

O
X
  F be relative
duality
ii If i  d the result is clear from i and proposition  v When i  d  
H

Y R
i
f

O
X
F  homR
i
f

O
X

V
F  homR
di
f

w
XY
F by proposition 
ii
Finally note that by a result of Kollar 
  R
i
f

w
XY
is a direct summand
of g

w
ZY
for some smooth Z and 	bration g  Z  Y and hence we can apply the
argument of the case i  d 
Consider now from Lerays spectral sequence
  H

Y R
d
f

O
X
F  H
n
X f

F  H

Y R
d
f

O
X
F   
Since by the claim h

Y R
d
f

O
X
  F  h

Y R
d
f

O
X
  F   except for a
	nite number of such F  we have that h
n
X f

F is constant say a except for a
	nite number of F 
If rand F  s   then the claim and  F  A  fM  Pic

Y  j h
n
X f

M 
a g which is 	nite and hence by a result of Simpson 
 is torsion
Assume s   Following Viehweg 
 
  we can consider X
s
a resolution
of the component of X
s
 X 
Y
s
  
Y
X dominating Y and f
s
 X
s
 Y the induced
	bration We have then an inclusion

f
s

w
X
s
Y

V V


s
 f

w
XY

V V
Note that since dimY   both are locally free sheaves and in fact we have an inclusion
of vector bundles at the same rank
j  f
s

w
X
s
Y

s
 f

w
XY
Now consider the projection 
s
 f

w
XY
 
s
Fr
 
detF
Note that   j is non trivial since both vector bundles have the same rank and then we
can apply the rank one argument 
Corollary  Let f  X  B be a bration of a smooth projective variety X onto an
smooth curve of genus b
If b   then f

w
XB
is semiample
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Proof We just need apply that on an elliptic curve any stable degree zero sheaf has
rank one 
Corollary  Let f  X  B be as above Let F be a stable degree zero vector bundle
on B
If there exists a nontrivial map   f

w
XB
 F then there is a base change  
e
B  B such that 

F  F

	O
r
e
B
 where F

is a strictly nef vector bundle with trivial
determinant
Proof Assume F is not strictly nef Then there exists a smooth curve C and a map
  C  B such that


F
 
L  deg L   where L 
b


O
P
 and
b
 is a map
b
  C  P P
B
F
Since  is at we have 
 
 
e
f

w
e
SC
 

f

w
SB
where
e
S is a desingularization of S
B
C
Since



 


F
 
L and the induced map
e
f

w
e
SC
 L can not be zero

e
f

w
e
S
C
and 

f

w
SB
are of the same rank by therorem  L is torsion and hence up
to a new base change we can assume is trivial
Then we argue by induction on the rank of F  
Remark  If F

is as in the previous result note that for every
b
  C  P
B
F


O
P

b
C   but F

is not ample By 
 F

is ample if and only if sld F

 
inf



O
P

b
C

deg CB
	



  In our case sld F

   but we can not achieve this
in	mum
 On a conjecture of Xiao
Let f  S  B be a relatively minimal 	bred surface It is known cf 
 that
deg f

w
SB
  if and only if f is isotrivial When f is non isotrivial the slope of f is
de	ned as
f 
w

SB
deg f

w
SB

K

S
 b g  
XO
S
 b g  
where b  gB and g is the genus of a generic 	bre F of f  assuming g  
In 
 Xiao proves that f   

g
and that in fact if qS  b f   and
f   only if f

w
SB
is a direct sum of a semiestable sheaf of rank g   and O
B
in particular qS  b   He also proves that when f 	  f

w
SB
has no locally
free quotient of degree zero and rank   when F is nonhyperelliptic Then the natural
conjecture 
  Conjecture  according to Fujitas decomposition proposition 
v is that   f

w
SB
is ample whenever f 	 
Using the results of the previous paragraph we can state
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Theorem  Let f  S  B as above Assume f is not isotrivial
i If f 	  then   f

w
SB
is ample provided one of the following conditions hold
a F is non hyperelliptic
b b  
c gF   
ii If f   then  has at most one degree zero rank one quotient L Moreover in
this case   A	L with A ample ans semiestable
Proof i a According to the previous results of Xiao if only remains open the case
of a degree zero rank one quotient L of  By theorem  such a L is torsion an then
after an etale base change
e
S


e
f
S

f
e
B


B
we have
e
f

w
e
S
e
B
 

f

w
SB

 


L  O
e
S
and hence 
e
f   by the above refered
result of Xiao Finally note that f  
e
f  

b The same argument works
c If g   then   A	L or   A with A ample and L torsion and we are done If
g   the only non trivial case is   A	F with A an ample line bundle and F a stable
degree zero rank two vector bundle But hence w

SB
 g  deg A  deg  by 

theorem 
ii Any locally free invertible degree zero quotient L of  becomes trivial after an
etale base change  Since 
e
f   
 theorem  proves that
e
 has at most one
of this trivial quotients Moreover if   A 	 L then
e
  

A 	 O
B
and then 

A is
semiestable by the same result of Xiao Then by 
 proposition  A is semiestable
and hence by Fujitas decomposition A is ample 
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